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Abstract A method is presented to predict the local losses of low Re flow through a porous1

matrix composed of layers of orthogonally oriented parallelepipeds for which the local geom-2

etry varies discreetly in the direction of bulk flow. In each layer, the variations in the pore 13

lengths perpendicular to and parallel to the direction of bulk flow are restricted to be propor-4

tional to one another so that the variation in the geometry of each layer may be characterized5

by a single parameter, β. The solutions to the Navier–Stokes equations are determined for6

flows through geometries that vary in a forward expansion about this parameter. These provide7

the data used in the development of a correlation that is able to directly relate local hydraulic8

permeability to the variation in local pore geometry. In this way, the local pressure losses (as9

well as the relationship between the volumetric flow rate and the total pressure drop) may10

be determined without requiring the explicit solution of the entire flow field. Test cases are11

presented showing that the correlation predicts the local pressure losses to be within 0.5% of12

the losses determined from the numerical solution to the Navier–Stokes equations. When the13

magnitude of the variation to the geometry is such that the change in the parameter β between14

layers is constant throughout the medium, a reduced form of the correlation (requiring the15

evaluation of only three constants) is able to provide predictions of flow rate and interface16

pressures that agree to within about 1% with the results of the numerical solutions to the17

Navier–Stokes equations.18
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�β+ Downstream change in variation parameter23

�β+ Upstream change in variation parameter24

µ Fluid viscosity25

ν Ratio of lateral variation to longitudinal variation26

AT Total cross-sectional area (void plus solid)27

ℓ Lateral side length scale associated with the solid matrix28

L Side length corresponding to layer height29

L0 Unperturbed side length corresponding to layer height30

�L Difference between the unperturbed layer height and the perturbed layer height31

K Permeability32

N Number of layers33

�P Difference in average pressure34

�PT Difference in average total pressure35

Q Volumetric flow rate (in the direction of bulk flow)36

U Seepage velocity37

Subscript38

i Layer number39

1 Introduction40

It is well understood that at low Re, flows through uniform porous media exhibit a linear41

relationship between the pressure gradient in the direction of flow and the seepage velocity.42

∂p

∂z
= −

Uµ

K
(1)43

Here, µ is the dynamic viscosity and K is the permeability of the porous media (with dimen-44

sions of length squared). The seepage velocity is related to the volumetric flow rate, Q,45

by:46

U =
Q

AT
(2)47

were AT is the total cross-sectional area (void plus solid) normal to the direction of bulk flow.48

The permeability may be determined experimentally or numerically from the relation:49

K = Uµ

(

�P

�L

)−1

(3)50

Here, �L is the length of the porous medium over which the fluid experiences a difference51

in average pressure, �P . The permeability of the porous medium is determined only from52

studies or simulations of flows that have no significant inertial contributions. Consider Fig. 153

which depicts the right-hand side of Eq. (3) evaluated from the results of simulations at54

different Reynolds numbers. As anticipated, at low Re, the permeability is independent of Re55

and is only dependent on the pore geometry (here the magnitude of the symbol β is used to56

indicate a difference in matrix geometry and this symbol is defined later).57

The permeability is always a function of geometry regardless of any heterogeneity in the58

flow field (Mathieu-Potvin and Gosselin 2014), and the prediction of the permeability (given59

full knowledge of matrix geometry) is of great interest to researchers. Of particular interest60
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Prediction of Local Losses of Low Re Flows in Non-uniform...

Fig. 1 An illustration of the relationship between the permeability and the Reynolds number for media

characterized by two different geometries (β = 0 and β = 0.5)

to the current study is the determination of the permeability of a matrix that has characteristic61

lengths that vary within the medium. The importance of considering the local pore structure62

for media with geometry that varies in the direction perpendicular to the direction of bulk flow63

has been well studied, see for example the seminal work by Vafai (1984). The descriptions64

of slurry flow through evolving dendritic structures in Goyeau et al. (1997, 1999) emphasize65

that macroscopic modeling is greatly improved when local heterogeneity in the structure is66

taken into account.67

The current study is interested in the prediction of the permeability when the geometry68

varies in the direction of bulk flow. A comprehensive introduction and review of the field’s69

body of knowledge regarding the relationship between matrix geometry and permeability70

is presented in book by Dullien (1992). That book distinguishes itself by using a frame 271

of reference that is focused on the pore structure first and then the fluid mechanics after.72

One of the pore structures presented therein is represented by bundles of capillary tubes73

that experience periodic constrictions and expansions. Permeability predictions that consider74

such serial type changes in tube geometry have been presented that relate the permeability to75

the pore diameters, porosity, and a pore size density (Dullien and Azzam 1973, 1976; Azzam76

and Dullien 1977; Dullien et al. 1977).77

More ordered matrix geometries are sometimes represented by pore networks that include78

parallelepiped geometries (Barrer and Petropoulos 1961; Mazaheri et al. 2005). Flows79

through similar geometries have also been studied in fuel cell applications (Tehlar et al.80

2010). The geometry of the current study is motivated by the physical media developed and81

fabricated in the experimental work (Munro et al. 2015).82

The current study considers flow through a porous structure that is composed of regularly83

distributed orthogonally oriented parallelepipeds. Consider the regular periodic geometry84

representative of the Cartesian matrix structure depicted in Fig. 2. This matrix is composed85

of distinct layers of uniformly distributed parallelepipeds and these layers are “stacked” in86

the direction of bulk flow (along the z coordinate direction). The longitudinal axis of each87

parallelepiped is perpendicular to the direction of bulk flow. For each layer, this axis is also88

oriented perpendicular to those of the adjacent layers. The parallelepipeds of alternating89
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Fig. 2 Porous structure depicted in 3-d (left); Side views in the x − z and y − z planes with dash-dot lines

indicating planes of symmetry (right). Note that the planes of symmetry bisect the pores in lateral directions

parallel layers are offset by a distance of one half a pore thickness; this introduces tortuosity90

to the path of the fluid. Symmetry exists in the matrix structure and it is anticipated that similar91

planes of symmetry exist in the flow (indicated by the dash-dot lines in Fig. 2). Between these92

planes of symmetry the flow paths through the medium may be individually represented by93

a single representative pore structure. This is illustrated in Fig. 3a that depicts the fluid filled94

space of an individual pathway through 6 layers of the uniform medium. The periodic nature95

of this flow structure is immediately evident and, for a uniform medium, the rectangular96

parallelepiped structure of each layer’s void space (Fig. 3b) is an identical copy of that of the97

preceding layer but with a 270◦ rotation about the z axis.98

Because this study is interested in the case in which the geometrical scales characterizing99

the matrix vary in the direction of flow, it is helpful to characterize the geometry of each100

layer in terms of a variation about the unperturbed layer height, L0. In this work, a variation101

parameter, β, is introduced in order to characterize the deviation from the unperturbed layer102

height (which is also the pore length in the direction of bulk flow). The variation parameter103

of the i th layer (which is analogous to the strain in the solid matrix of that layer undergoing104

a perfectly elastic deformation) is defined as the ratio of the variation in the height of the i th105

layer, �L i , to the unperturbed layer height, L0:106

βi ≡
�L i

L0
(4)107

Here, the variation in the height of the i th layer is the difference between the unperturbed108

layer height and the perturbed layer height, �L i = L0 − L i . In this way, the pore length109

in the direction of bulk flow (z) of the i th layer of the medium is linearly dependent on the110

variation parameter by the relation:111

L i = L0 (1 − βi ) (5)112
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Fig. 3 a The representative pore structure through the uniform Cartesian matrix (constant β), b the geometric

characterization of the pore structure in a single layer, c the representative pore structure for a non-uniform

medium in which each layer’s variation parameter, β, increases in the direction of flow

Consider next the lengths of the pore sides that are perpendicular to the direction of flow113

(oriented, respectively, along the x and y coordinates). The length of one of these sides is114

always equal to the constant L0, while the length of the other side may vary between layers115

and the orientations of these side lengths alternate coordinate directions (x or y) between116

adjacent layers. The length of the side that is free to experience a contraction or an expansion117

is linearly related to the variation parameter by some positive constant, ν. In this way, the118

i th layer’s pore length perpendicular to the direction of bulk flow may be described by the119

relation:120

ℓi =
L0

2
(1 − εiν) (6)121

The parameter ν is analogous to the Poisson ratio of a material undergoing elastic compression122

or elongation. The porosity of any layer of the porous medium is related to the variation123

parameter by the expression:124

ϕi = (1 − βiν)/2 (7)125

The parameter ν is treated as a constant, however the magnitude of the variation parameter,126

β, is free to change between layers. An example of a non-uniform structure for which the127

variation parameter changes between layers is depicted in Fig. 3c. It is the intent of this study128

to develop a method to predict the relationship between pressure drop and flow rate for the129

case in which the porous media experiences a discreet (layer by layer) change in local pore130

geometry.131

Take into account the well-structured phrase from page 6 of the excellent book (Nield and132

Bejan 2013):133
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“If K is indeed determined by the geometry of the medium, then clearly it is possible134

to calculate K in terms of the geometrical parameters, at least for the case of simple135

geometry.”136

In this paper, this statement is examined in the context of a non-uniform porous medium137

for which the variation in that geometry may be characterized by the single parameter, β.138

When the value of β in the medium varies discreetly between layers of the medium, and139

when its value in each layer is known, it seems plausible that the permeability of any layer140

“i” may be described to have a dependency only on the values of the variation parameter (i)141

of that layerβi , (ii) of its upstream neighborβi−1, and (iii) of its downstream neighbor βi+1.142

This study proposes to determine the functional relationships between the dimensionless143

parameters:144

Ki

L2
0

= f (βi−1, βi , βi+1) (8)145

The results of numerical simulations are used to investigate the nature of this dependence,146

and then these results are used to determine a best fit curve to predict the dependence of147

permeability on the local variation parameters.148

2 Numerical Simulations and Computational Considerations149

While numerical simulations are not the focus of this study, this paper will develop correla-150

tions using the results of numerical simulations, and thus this section provides some details151

of the numerical computations here. These simulations are conducted using the Software152

package Comsol version 4.3a. An Intel® Core™ i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60 GHz with 32.0 GB153

RAM is used to run the simulations. The stationary “Laminar Flow” model of the “Single154

Phase Flow” model library is used to determine the solutions to the continuity and Navier–155

Stokes momentum equations with constant fluid properties. Symmetry boundary conditions156

are implemented on all surfaces corresponding to planes of symmetry (these correspond157

to the outer x − z and y − z planes of Fig. 3a–c), and the no-slip boundary condition is158

imposed on surfaces corresponding to the fluid-solid interfaces. The “Finer” setting of the159

“Physics-controlled mesh” is used following grid refinement studies that were conducted160

until increased refinement resulted in changes of less than 0.05% in the resulting flow rate161

and the average pressures at specified planes.162

At the inlet and outlet of the pore structure, uniform pressures are specified. To ensure that163

the permeability calculated is Re independent, for each simulation, the total pressure drop164

was chosen (�PT ≤ 100 Pa) so that in all simulations the local Reynolds number remains165

below 1.7 × 10−3. In this study, the local Reynolds number is defined using the seepage166

velocity of Eq. (2) to represent the characteristic velocity and the characteristic length is167

represented by the square root of the permeability (see Fig. 1). Simulations considered the168

flow of a viscous liquid with a density of 103 kg m−3 and a viscosity of 0.1 Pa s−1.169

The numerical results of the flow field were post-processed in Comsol and MatLab. The170

Comsol numerical integrator, “Surface Integration”, is used to determine the volume flow171

rate at specified cross sections perpendicular to the direction of bulk flow. The “Surface172

Average” tool is used to determine the average pressure along the planes in the fluid domain173

that correspond to the interfaces between the layers. For each geometric configuration, the174

flow rate and average pressures are exported and then in a MatLab script the permeability175

of each simulation is calculated. The MatLab function “lsqcurvefit” is used to determine the176

least squares best fit curve for the correlations which are described next.177
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Prediction of Local Losses of Low Re Flows in Non-uniform...

Fig. 4 The representative geometry of the pore structure used in the simulations to determine in the perme-

ability data used in the correlations

3 Correlations178

It is anticipated that the dimensionless representation of the local permeability of low Re179

flows through non-uniform porous media is dependent only on the local pore geometry. As180

implied by Eq. (8), with respect to the geometry described in Fig. 3b, the dimensionless181

permeability of any particular layer is proposed to depend only on the variation parameter of182

that layer and on the variation parameters associated with the adjacent layers. This section183

describes the manner in which a correlation is developed using the data of flow.184

The pore geometries upon which the simulations are conducted consist of variations on185

the 6 layer pore structure depicted in Fig. 4. The first three layers always have the same186

variation parameter β1 = β2 = β3 and the last three layers always have the same variation187

parameter β4 = β5 = β6 so that it is possible to introduce an abrupt and discrete change in188

the variation parameter at the interface between layer 3 and layer 4. The side lengths of each189

layer’s pore structure are determined by relations (5) and (6) with an unperturbed side length190

of L0 = 10−3 m. In all cases presented in this study, the parameter, ν, that appears in Eq. (6)191

and relates the variation in the lateral side length to the variation in layer height is constant192

and equal to ν = 0.4.193

When the geometry is uniform, there is no abrupt change in variation parameter (β3 = β4)194

and the permeability is anticipated to be uniform throughout the medium. Alternately for195

any abrupt change in variation parameter (β3 �= β4), it is anticipated that there will be a196

corresponding change in medium permeability. To simplify the notation used in the following197

analysis, a downstream change in the variation parameter of layer “i” is defined as:198

�β−
i ≡ βi−1 − βi (9)199

and an upstream change in the variation parameter of layer “i” is defined as:200

�β+
i ≡ βi+1 − βi (10)201

Following each simulation, the surface averaged fluid pressure is calculated over the three202

planes perpendicular to the direction of bulk flow: one at the interface between layer 2 and203

layer 3, one at the interface between layer 3 and layer 4, and one at the interface between204

layer 4 and layer 5. For each layer (i = 3 and i = 4), the difference in the surface averaged205

pressure, �Pi , is determined and each of these occurs over the layer height L i which can be206

related to the local variation parameter though Eq. (5)207

For each simulation, the volumetric flow rate in the direction of bulk flow, Q, is also208

calculated. The total cross-sectional area in the direction of bulk flow for this configuration209

is AT = L2
0 so that the seepage velocity of Eq. (2) may be related to the volumetric flow rate,210

Q, by:211

U =
Q

L2
0

(11)212
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From the data of each simulation, two values of the local permeability (one for layer i = 3213

and one for layer i = 4) are calculated as:214

KS,i =
Uµ

(�Pi/L i )
(12)215

In this way, it is possible to relate each deterministically evaluated permeability value, KS , to216

its corresponding values of β, �β−, and �β+. A brief discussion on the domain independence217

of the calculated local permeability values of layer 3 and layer 4 is presented in the appendix218

of this study.219

In order to provide insight into the general dependence of local permeability on β, �β+,220

and �β−, a preliminary investigation is conducted. Any increase in the variation parameter221

will result in a decrease in pore dimensions (and thereby the porosity) so it makes sense222

that permeability will decrease with increasing β. This is confirmed in Fig. 5a that depicts223

the dependence of the permeability on the variation parameter in a uniform media (�β+ =224

�β− = 0). This dependence appears quadratic at lower values of β. In the range 0 ≤ β ≤ 0.5,225

a best fit quadratic curve (represented by the dash-dot line in Fig. 5a) results in an excellent226

representation of the data. As the variation parameter increases, this dependence smoothly227

transitions into what appears to be a negative exponential dependence which is depicted in228

the insert panel of Fig. 5a.229

Note that increasing the values of either �β+ or �β− always results in a decrease in the230

cross-sectional area of the fluid path at the interface between the layers. This will result in231

an increase in the resistance to the flow thereby lowering the permeability. Figure 5b depicts232

the influence that the change in variation parameter has on the permeability (although only233

the influence of downstream change in the variation parameter is presented here). Here, the234

values of permeability calculated from the simulation data are plotted for 4 different values of235

the variation parameter over a range of �β+. For each variation parameter, the permeability236

has a highly linear dependence on �β+, and the slope of this dependence varies with β. It237

appears that within the range − 0.2 ≤ �β± ≤ 0.2, for each β, the permeability may safely238

be expressed using a linear dependence on �β± .239

The results of the preliminary investigation imply that the local permeability may be240

represented with a quadratic dependence on β in a uniform medium. In a non-uniform241

medium, the local permeability may be expressed with a linear dependence on �β± and the242

slope of this linear dependence is also influenced by β. For porous geometries in which the243

variation in geometry is constrained such that 0 ≤ β ≤ 0.5 and −0.2 ≤ �β± ≤ 0.2, the244

following dimensionless relationship is proposed:245

K

L2
0

= a1 + a2β + a3β
2 + �β− (a4 + a5β) + �β+ (a6 + a7β) (13)246

The non-inertial losses associated with the flow through each layer of the pore structure247

result from the three contributions: (i) viscous resistance associated with the flow through248

each layer, (ii) viscous losses resulting from the sudden expansion at each layer’s inlet, and249

(iii) viscous losses resulting from the sudden contraction at each layer’s outlet. When the250

medium is uniform, these three contributors are represented by the first three terms of Eq.251

(13). Non-uniformities in the porous medium result in changes to the cross-sectional area at252

the interface between layers of different β. These, in turn, will influence the losses associated253

with the expansion and contraction of the flow at that interface. The deviation from the254

permeability associated with a uniform medium is represented by the remaining terms of Eq.255

(13).256
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Prediction of Local Losses of Low Re Flows in Non-uniform...

Fig. 5 Preliminary observations

of the behavior of the

permeability evaluated directly

from the numerical solutions to

the Navier–Stokes equations.

a uniform matrix geometries in

which �β+ = �β− = 0; the

dash-dot line is the best fit

quadratic curve to the data in the

range 0 ≤ β ≤ 0.5, b variable

matrix geometries that experience

a change in �β+ between layers;

the dash-dot lines are the best fit

linear curves of the data in this

region

Table 1 Permeability values

calculated from Eq. (12) using

the results of simulations of flows

through seven different variations

of the geometry presented in

Fig. 1

β �β+ �β− KS/L2
0

0.3 0 0 3.813E−03

0 0 0 9.821E−03

0.5 0 0 1.446E−03

0.3 0.2 0 3.541E−03

0.5 0 −0.2 1.549E−03

0.2 −0.2 0 5.878E−03

0 0 0.2 9.256E−03

0.4 0.1 0 2.386E−03

0.5 0 −0.1 1.499E−03

0.1 −0.1 0 7.700E−03

0 0 0.1 9.498E−03

In order to evaluate the constants of this correlation, seven unique variations of the geom-257

etry described by Fig. 4 are considered and simulated. The combinations ofβ, �β−, and258

�β+ along with the corresponding permeability magnitudes resulting from the numerical259

simulations Eq. (12) are listed in Table 1.260

The constants a1 − a7 of Eq. (13) are then determined using the method of least squares261

from this data.262
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Fig. 6 A depiction of the geometry of the two test cases: a an 11 layer structure with a uniform change in

variation parameter for which the variation parameters may be represented by the array [0 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 0.2,

0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5]; b a 12 layer structure with a non-uniform change in variation parameter for

which the variation parameters may be represented by the array [0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0]

These are listed in Eq. (14)263

a1 = 9.802E−03 a2 = −2.478E−02 a3 = 1.614E−02

a4 = −2.774E−03 a5 = 4.556E−03

a6 = −2.790E−03 a7 = 4.586E−03

(14)264

As a measure of the accuracy, a comparison is conducted between the predicted values of265

the correlation (13) with the constants (14) and the values of the permeability determined266

from Eq. (12) using data determined from many more simulations. Sixty two points of267

comparison are considered resulting from 34 different simulations of flow through vari-268

ations of the geometry of Fig. 4 with all combinations of
∣

∣�β+
3

∣

∣ = [0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2]269

and β3 = [0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5] that fall into the specified ranges 0 ≤ β ≤ 0.5 and270
∣

∣�β±
∣

∣ ≤ 0.2. The root-mean-square difference of the 62 permeability values determined271

from the simulations and from the correlation was rmsd = 2.539E−5 and the coefficient of272

determination was r2 = 0.9999.273

4 Test Cases274

In this section, the predictions of flows through the two different geometries depicted in275

Fig. 6 are presented. In these test cases, the variation parameter of each layer, βi , is specified276

and the total pressure drop �PT over the porous medium is specified. For each test case,277

the predicted permeability of each layer of the structure is first evaluated from constants of278

Eq. (14) with the correlation:279

Ki

L2
0

= a1 + a2βi + a3β
2
i + �β+

i (a4 + a5βi ) + �β−
i (a6 + a7βi ) i = 1, 2..., N (15)280
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Fig. 7 Uniform change in

variation parameter

�β+
i

= −�β−
i+1

= 0.05. The

comparison between Numerical

Simulation and the full

correlation of Eq. (15) of a the

difference in average pressure

across each layer, and b the

pressure at each layer outlet

Here, N is the total number of layers. Note that the upstream change in the variation parameter281

of the first layer and the downstream change in the variation parameter of the last layer are in282

this study neglected by the approximations �β−
1 = �β+

N = 0. The one-dimensional steady283

representation of Darcy flow through the serial type layered geometry is rewritten using a284

resistor representation so that the volumetric flow rate is related to the total pressure drop by285

the relation:286

Q =
�PT AT

µ

1
∑N

i=1 (L i/Ki )
(16)287

where each layer height, L i , is related to its variation parameter by Eq. (5). The prediction of288

the drop in the average pressures across each layer may then be evaluated from the relation:289

�Pi =
µ

(Ki/L i )

Q

L2
0

i = 1, 2, ..., 12 (17)290

Alternately, if the volumetric flow rate were specified (instead of the total pressure drop),291

Eq. (17) could be immediately used to evaluate the local pressure drop and Eq. (16) could be292

rearranged in order to determine the total pressure drop.293

In the following test cases, the inlet and outlet pressures (gage) are specified to be 100 Pa294

and 0 Pa, respectively. The fluid density is 103 kg m−3 and the fluid viscosity is 0.1Pa s−1.295

The geometric parameters used are L0 = 10−3 m and ν = 0.4.296

The first test case, depicted in Fig. 6a, is an 11 layer structure that has a uniformly increasing297

value of the variation parameter so that the first layer has a variation parameter of β1 = 0 and298
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Fig. 8 Uniform change in

variation parameter

�β+
i

= −�β−
i+1

= 0.05. The

comparison between Numerical

Simulation and the Reduced

Correlation of Eq. (18) of a the

difference in average pressure

across each layer, and b the

pressure at each layer outlet

each subsequent layer’s variation parameter increases by 0.05 (�β+
i = 0.05 i = 1, ..., 10299

and �β−
i = −0.05 i = 2, ..., 11). In this way, the variation parameters are represented by300

the array [0 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5]. A comparison between the301

results of the numerical simulations and the predictions of the correlation resulting from Eqs.302

(13–17) is presented in Fig. 7. The pressure drop over each layer (Fig. 7a) increases with303

increasing β in a quadratic manner (as is anticipated), and the correlation’s predictions agree304

well with the simulation. The calculated average pressure at each layer’s outlet is depicted in305

Fig. 7b also showing excellent agreement. A solid line has been added here to accentuate the306

deviation of this pressure distribution from that represented by a flow exhibiting a uniform307

pressure gradient (the magnitude of the slope of this line is proportional to the effective308

permeability of the medium). The correlation’s predicted volumetric flow rate of Eq. (16)309

agrees to within 1% of that determined from the results of the numerical simulation.310

It is noteworthy to reconsider the correlation (15) and its associated constants (14) in311

slightly greater detail. In the case of a porous geometry with a variation parameter that is312

either increasing uniformly or decreasing uniformly, the upstream and downstream changes313

in variation parameters of each layer will have the same magnitude but opposite signs,314

�β+
i = −�β−

i . Since there is similarity in the constants of (14) a4 ≈ a6 and a5 ≈ a7, when315

�β+
i = −�β−

i , the last two terms the correlation (15) nearly cancel each other. In this way316

for a medium with a constant upstream change in variation parameter, the correlation may317

be further reduced to the three terms:318

Ki

L2
0

≈ a1 + a2βi + a3β
2
i i = 1, 2, ..., N (18)319
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Fig. 9 Non-uniform change in

variation parameter

�β+
i

�= −�β−
i+1

. The

comparison between the results

of numerical simulation and of

the full correlation of Eq. (15) of

a the difference in average

pressure across each layer, and b

the pressure at each layer outlet

To illustrate the validity of this approximation, the permeability values resulting from cor-320

relation (18) are used with Eqs. (16) and (17) in order to predict the flow rate, pressure321

drop over each layer, and pressure at each layer’s outlet. Comparisons to the simulation are322

presented Fig. 8. The reduced three term correlation of Eq. (18) results in no significant323

increase in error in the predictions of the local pressure drops or in the predictions of inter-324

face pressures. The error associated with prediction of the volumetric flow rate increases325

only slightly to 1.2%. This is an important finding because the determination of the first326

three constants of Eq. (13) require fewer simulations compared to that required in the deter-327

mination of all 7 constants. In fact, according to the preliminary results (recall Fig. 5a),328

the permeability dependence on variation parameter for a uniform medium is nearly per-329

fectly quadratic in the range 0 ≤ β ≤ 0.5. Thus, for any similar medium with a uniformly330

increasing or decreasing pore structure, as few as 3 simulations could be used to determine331

an accurate correlation to predict pressure drop across each layer and the volumetric flow332

rate.333

A second test case considers the 12 layer structure depicted in Fig. 6b that experiences334

non-uniform increases and decreases in characteristic pore lengths such that for each layer:335

�β+
i �= −�β−

i . Here, the upstream and downstream differences in the variation parameter336

reach the maximum magnitude of 0.2. The variation parameters are represented by the array:337

[0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0] and have been chosen so that the pore geometry is338

symmetric about the axial mid-plane of the medium. Comsol simulations of the flow through339

this geometry are conducted and the predictions of the correlation resulting from Eqs. (13)-340

(17) are evaluated. A comparison between the two is made and presented in Fig. 9. Here, the341
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Fig. 10 Non-uniform change in

variation parameter

�β+
i

�= −�β−
i+1

. The

comparison between Numerical

Simulation and the Reduced

Correlation of Eq. (18) of a the

difference in average pressure

across each layer, and b the

pressure at each layer outlet

magnitude of the pressure difference across each layer increases then decreases reflecting the342

increasing and decreasing magnitudes of β. Again the correlation’s predictions of the pressure343

drop across each layer and of the average pressure at each layer’s outlet result in excellent344

agreement with those determined from the results of the full Navier–Stokes simulations. The345

predicted volumetric flow rate of Eq. (16) agrees to within 1% of that determined from the346

numerical simulation.347

Following the implications of the uniformly increasing geometry of the first test case,348

the reduced three term correlation of Eq. (18) is implemented to determine the permeabil-349

ity values used in Eqs. (16) and (17). The depiction of the comparison to the simulation350

are presented in Fig. 10. The reduced correlation of the pressure drop across each layer351

results in lower agreement to the simulations (Fig. 10a). However, the reduced correla-352

tion does still provide good approximations to the average pressures at the layer interfaces353

(Fig. 10b). This may be explained by inspecting the pressure differences of Fig. 10a in354

detail. The correlation’s under prediction of the pressure drop of one layer is balanced by355

its over prediction in the pressure drop of the adjacent layer. Since the addition of adja-356

cent layers’ pressure drops are implicit in the evaluation of the actual pressure at the layer357

interfaces, the errors associated with the predicted pressure drops cancel out. While still358

low, the root-mean-square difference between the pressures determined by the reduced three359

term correlation and those determined by the numerical simulation is an order of magnitude360

higher than that of the full correlation. The error in the predicted flow rate increases to nearly361

2%.362
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5 Conclusions363

A correlation is developed that relates local permeability to local pore geometry in a non-364

uniform porous medium for which the changes in local pore geometry may be characterized by365

a single parameter, β. Given only the information of the fluid viscosity, the matrix geometry,366

and total pressure drop, the correlation is able to accurately predict the volumetric flow rate367

and the pressure drop over each layer. When the variation parameter increases or decreases368

uniformly between layers, a reduced 3 term correlation (whose constants may be evaluated369

from only three simulations) results in only slightly less accuracy in the prediction of each370

layer’s pressure drop and of the volume flow rate. The method of the present work is easily371

extended to develop correlations for variations on the current parallelepiped geometry or for372

pore structures of entirely different geometries. Future work could, for example, consider this373

method to predict pressure losses in media composed of stacks of spheroids that experience374

variations in the equatorial and polar radii. Future work should also consider an analysis of375

the thermal profile in order to develop a correlation relating the local Nusselt number to the376

variation parameter.377

Appendix378

The correlation presented in this study was evaluated from the numerical solution to the379

steady incompressible Continuity and Navier–Stokes Equations380

∇ · u = 0

ρ (u · ∇) u = −∇ p + µ∇2u
(19)381

The numerical solution of the axial velocity component determined from simulation is382

presented in Fig. 11 for the flow through a uniform six layer pore structure for which383

βi = 0 i = 1, ..., 6. The total pressure drop is 100 Pa, the density is 103 kg m−3 and the384

viscosity is 0.1 Pa s−1.385

In the simulations of the 6 layer structure, the boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet386

are specified pressure conditions and such uniform pressure distributions will not be found387

at the layer interfaces in the interior of the domain. It is the intent here to show that the388

local permeability of the inner layers (especially of layer 3 and of layer 4) are domain389

Fig. 11 Contour plot of the numerical flow velocity (in the direction of bulk flow) along the outer surface of

a 6 layer structure
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Fig. 12 Contour plots of the flow velocity (mm/s) along the outer plane of symmetry of different layers. In

all panes the black dashed line corresponds to the velocity contours of Layer 2. In each panel, the red dotted

line corresponds to the velocity contours of a Layer 1, b Layer 3, c Layer 4, d Layer 5, e Layer 6. In panel f

the local permeability of each layer calculated from simulation data using Eq. (12)

independent. It is anticipated that at such low Re, any variations in the flow profile resulting390

from these boundary conditions will dampen out within 1–2 pore lengths. This may be391

explicitly demonstrated by comparing the flow profiles within the medium at selected periodic392

regions. Here, the 1 mm × 1 mm surface corresponding a plane of symmetry of each layer is393
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chosen as the representative region. Profiles of the contours of the z component of velocity394

along these planes at different layers are superimposed upon one another in Fig. 12. In each395

pane of Fig. 12, the black dashed contour lines correspond to the velocity of layer 2. The red396

dotted line corresponds to the velocity contours of the remaining layers. The velocity profile397

of the inner layers are indistinguishable from one another. Only the flow fields of the outer398

layers (layer 1 and layer 6) are noticeably different from layer 2. This shows that at such399

low Re, the variation to the flow profile introduced by the boundary condition at the inlet400

of the first layer, only appears in the first layer. Similarly, the variation to the flow profile401

introduced by the outlet boundary condition of the last layer, only appears in the last layer.402

To conclude, the local permeability values calculated from the simulation results using Eq.403

(12) are plotted for each layer in Fig. 12f. The very small deviations in permeability values404

of the outer layers are not apparent in the interior layers. This helps to establish the domain405

independence of the calculated permeability values of layer 3 and layer 4 determined from406

the simulations of flow through 6 layer structures.407
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